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Abstract
The problem of interaction between ground anchor and surrounding soil under pressure grouting is solved by analytical method. 
This estimation makes it possible to calculate stresses at the interface between anchor and soil, which can be used for 
determination of anchor’s bearing capacity. The problem consists of two stages: stresses in the surrounding soil are determined 
using prescribed displacements, and after that residual stresses are calculated on the basis of viscoelastic equation.
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1. Main text 
Cement grouting under pressure in embedment length of anchor is a method to increase its bearing capacity. This 
production procedure allows both to increase the diameter of the fixed part of anchor, and to create an overpressure 
in the bond length [1].
It must define the stresses on the anchor-soil interface at the time of injection of grout. The first step is to 
determine the radial ır and tangential ıș stresses at the anchor-soil interface by the anchor borehole diameter 
increases by a prescribed value uɤ [2]. Thus, by setting the value of the borehole widening uɤ, stresses in 
surrounding soil is calculated (Fig. 1). Statement and solution of the problem is studied in the polar coordinates in a 
plane stress condition, ie, when ız=0.
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The equilibrium equation for an elementary volume can be expressed as follows [3]:
0rr
d
r
drθ
σ
σ − σ + = , (1)
where r – distance from the borehole axis symmetry.
Fig.1. Scheme of borehole widening under pressure grouting
Taking into account some transformations equation (1) in displacements expresses as follows:
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where u – displacement in radial direction.
The relation between stresses and displacements [4]:
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The general solution of equation (2) can be written as:
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u Ar
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= + , (5)
where A, B – constant of integration from follow equations:
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= =⎩
, (6)
where r1 – borehole radius; r2 – radius of influence zone; uɤ – increasing of borehole radius 1ɤ ɤu r r= − , rɤ –
radius of anchor fixed part after grouting. 
Solving the system (6), the constants of integration can be determined:
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Expression (5) with (7) and (8):
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Using (9), stresses in the surrounding soil can be calculated:
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Due to the fact that the increasing of borehole radius uɤ is comparable with the borehole radius r1, it is necessary 
to calculate the stresses ır and ıș by dividing the total displacement uɤ into n steps [5]. Thus, dividing the value of 
total displacement u into n steps and making some transformation, stresses at the interface between anchor and soil 
can be determined as a sum of each successive steps.
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where n – amount of steps; r1,i – borehole radius at i step; un – increasing of borehole radius for one step 
ɤ
n
u
u
n
= . Moreover, borehole radius for each successive step 1, 1 1,i i nr r u+ = + . For example, widening of borehole 
with radius 1 0,2r = m, Young's modulus 15ȿ = Ɇɉɚ, Poisson's ratio 0,3ν = , 2 1r = ɦ for 0,06ɤu = m according 
to (12) and (13) creates radial 3,33rσ = − MPA and tangential 3,19θσ = MPA stresses at the interface between 
anchor and soil.
Then problem is solved by taking into account the strengthening of soil by using increasing the Young's modulus 
E of each step according to the following relationship:
iE E i= ⋅ . (14)
So eq. (12) and (13) can be expressed as:
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Average normal stress:
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The case with Young's modulus E, which increased according as follow equation, is analyzed:
iE E i= ⋅ . (18)
Fig. 2 and fig. 3 show relation between the radial stress values, the average normal stress 
2
r
m
θσ + σσ = and the 
number of steps respectively according to different formulas using next parameters: borehole radius 1 0,2r = m, 
initial Young's modulus 15ȿ = Ɇɉɚ, Poisson's ratio 0,3ν = , radius of influence zone 2 1r = ɦ for 0,1ɤu = m.
Fig.2. Radial stress-number of steps curve ʍ r=f(n): ʍ r1(n) according to (12), ʍ r2(n) according to (14)-(15), ʍ r1(n) according to (15),(18)
Fig.3. Average normal stress-number of steps curve ʍm=f(n): ʍm1(n) according to (12),(13), ʍm2(n) according to (14)-(17), ʍm1(n) 
according to (17),(18)
The case with Young's modulus EZKLFKKDVGHSHQGHQFHRQYROXPHWULFVWUDLQİv:
( )0 , 11i v iE E −= −αε , (19)
where Į – parameter of soil strengthening, and İv is calculated as:
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Using step-by-step method, at the first values of radial ʍr,i , tangential ʍɽ,I VWUHVVHV YROXPHWULF VWUDLQ İv were 
determined according (20) and after that ȿ i+1 ZDV FDOFXODWHG IURP İv according to (19). Fig. 4 and fig. 5 show 
relation between the radial stress values, the average normal stress and the number of steps respectively using 
previous parameters DQGĮ 2.
Fig.4. Radial stress-number of steps curve ʍ r=f(n) with increasing E according to (19)
Fig.5. Average normal stress -number of steps curve ʍ r=f(n) with increasing E according to (19)
Thus, we have an initial stress state of stress in the surrounding soil pressure after pressure grouting. After 
hardening of the injection zone and the formation of the anchor embedment soil stress state is changed, stress 
relaxation occurs in the surrounding soil [6]. Initial stresses arising upon pressure grouting, are reduced for a certain 
time to a constant value [7]. To describe the shear deformation at the interface anchor-soil write equation relaxing 
viscoelastic body as:
1 1Ĳ    Ĳ   Ȗ
Ș 
i i
i
r t r t
t G
= +
 , (21)
where Ȗ  i t – intensity of the angular deformation velocity; Ĳ i– shear stress intensity; Ș t – time-varying 
viscosity of the soil skeleton; and flow velocity Ȗi is equal:
2Ȗ  
3
i r θ= ε + ε  , (22)
using eq. (15) and (16) Ĳi is expressed as:
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Stresses difference:
r Sθσ − σ = . (24)
So eq. (21) can be written as follows:
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Taking into account u=const, eq. (25) is expressed as:
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The time-YDU\LQJYLVFRVLW\ȘWLVequal:
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where Į – parameter of soil hardening; Ș0 – initial viscosity. So eq. (26) is written as follows:
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Stress relaxation in the ground is shown in fig. 6.
Fig.6. Stresses-borehole radius curve S=f(r), where S(r) – initial stresses, St(r) – residual stresses after relaxation
Conclusions
1. The problem of the borehole widening under pressure grouting is solved. This solutions with prescribed 
displacements allow to estimate stress-strain state of surrounding ground, including the radial and tangential stresses 
at the interface between anchor and soil, soil Young’s modulus.
2. Using step-by-step method of stress and strain calculation allows to determine the change of Young’s modulus 
due to prescribed displacement and figure out values of soil stresses with the account change of Young’s modulus.
3. These decisions based viscoelastic body equations allow to estimate the stress relaxation resulting from the 
grouting at the interface anchor-soil.
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